Dear Prospective Dealer:
We appreciate you taking the time to review the literature on Titan Screen™. Titan Screen™
is a motorized, roll down, solar shade screen system designed to be aesthetically pleasing and
customizable to fit every customer’s need. Titan Screen™ started out as our answer to the issues
we experienced with roll down solar screens already on the market. However, it gained momentum
in the marketplace through referrals and recommendations to the point that we, happily, found
ourselves adding distributors to help cover the customer demand. Simply stated, Titan Screen is a
“Great Screen at a Good Price”.
A little history….
Titan Screen™ was developed by Sunmaster, a family owned and operated business that has
been thriving in the SW Florida area for over 42 years. Sunmaster was originally an awning &
shade structure company. Soon after, we added hurricane protection to our product line, then
ornamental metal work. Each division was met with enthusiasm both by our existing customers and
new ones as well. So far, Titan Screen™ is following that precedence, we have become something
of a “one-stop shop” in SW Florida and try very hard to live up to our customers’ expectations. This
experience with residential and commercial end users really has helped us design and refine
the Titan Screen product over the last 5 years into a product that does not have some of the
typical issues that a good majority of the retractable screens on the market experience.
Looking towards the future…
We would like to expand the Titan Screen™ product to make it available in areas that we don’t
currently service. We design and manufacture Titan Screen™ in our own facility and offer a
warranty. Please fill out the included a Dealer Application form if you think your company could
benefit from offering Titan Screen™.
Again, thank you for your interest and we look forward to many future Titan Screen installations
with you and your company.

Sincerely,

John Wilkinson

Jeff Barkin

President
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